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Welcome! I think I can definitely say spring has now sprung as the March newsletter is
published. The blossom tree outside my office is in full bloom and the daffodil bulbs I
planted in my garden last autumn are starting to come out and live up to the promise of
the label on the packet. “Newness” has been a theme of the items submitted for this
issue, so it really is a newsletter.
We start looking forward to the new BIALL year with the opening of election of officers and
members. A number of vacancies exist for officers and on council, with nominations
closing soon after the publication of the newsletter. If you have been hanging back from
applying, Karen Palmer offers some encouragement to spring into action and do
something new by getting involved.
The 2017 BIALL Conference is now open for bookings and Catherine Bowl provides us with
a taster of what is in store to whet your appetite. We have news of the Student bursary and
the BIALL - CLSIG - SLA Europe Graduate Open Day all aimed at trainee and new entrants
to our profession. There is also news of the Sierra Leone project and the BIALL Quiz.
We welcome new newsletter sponsors, Manzama, who provide us with an interesting
article discussing the role of law firm library services in supporting business intelligence
needs and its impacts on the research function. This results from a roundtable of seniorlevel library, knowledge management, marketing and business development professionals
from the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom and Australia.
Continuing the theme of newness, the University of Birmingham recently opened their new
Main Library. This has seen the merger of the previously standalone Harding Law Library
into the main collection. Lisa Anderson tells us all about the issues involved, the
preparations for moving and the benefits of the move.
We have our usual round up from the Standing Committees and the “BIALL How do I wiki”,
with the US Legislation wiki as page of the month. Last but not least, Ella Hassett, one of
our new editors, is “On the Spot”. Although, as you’ll see, there’s a hint of the ancient in
her answers!
I hope you enjoy this issue and if you have any feedback, please feel free to contact any of
the editors. Our details are on the back page.
Caroline

Copy Date
Next ABSOLUTE copy date
April 21st 2017
(please note that this is the final date
that contributions can be accepted).

Next publication date:
May 21st 2017
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President’s Column
As I'm writing this, it does feel like spring might actually be just around the corner (this
means I'll be woefully unprepared when Storm Doris hits at the end of the week) and by
the time you have the newsletter to read, it will officially be spring. And spring as I'm
discovering is a very busy time for the association….
We held our first Council meeting of 2017 on Tuesday 24 January where we discussed
the final tweaks to the proposal to amend the qualifying criteria for the BIALL student
membership rate, and this will now be brought to the AGM for a vote in June. We also
considered a proposal to update our website and the underlying technology it is built on
and I'm very pleased to announce that this has been approved by Council. Scott Vine,
who has been involved with the Web Committee in a variety of roles for a number of
years, has been selected to work on this.

Sandra Smythe

The BIALL Supplier Forum was held on Monday 30 January and was very well attended by
a number of suppliers. I found those who did attend to be very engaged and keen to
understand the membership's concerns. I know a number of our problems with suppliers
can seem to be perennial but the Suppliers Liaison Group do their best to raise issues
and try to find solutions with those suppliers willing to engage with them. The committee
could always welcome new members so if this is an issue you feel strongly about and you
would like to volunteer, please do get in touch with Karen Palmer, Immediate Past
President, and she can let you know what would be involved.
I was lucky enough to be invited to attend a meeting of the BIALL Irish Group in Dublin on
Friday 10 February. This involved a rather early morning flight and my first experience of
both flying with Ryanair and from Luton Airport. Perhaps not the best start to a morning
I've ever had but the meeting more than made up for it. It was great to meet so many of
the group and to say “hello” to a few familiar faces. The meetings are very well attended
and quite lively and it was wonderful to see such a thriving BIALL group. It was also lovely
to see librarians from all sectors in attendance and to hear how more often than not the
same points affect or are relevant to everyone. It was also reassuring to hear how many
issues or views are exactly those we have in Britain too. My husband was also pretty
thrilled with the obligatory 12 pack of Tayto cheese & onion crisps I brought back, so a
successful trip all round.
The Strategy & Finance Committee met on 17 February; as anyone who has ever been a
chair of a BIALL committee or a Council Officer will know, the February meeting is mainly
concerned with scrutinising the committee budgets for the year ahead. It can be
something of a mammoth meeting and if you throw in a technical hitch or two then it can
be very handy to have some chocolate biscuits to hand. But, after very thorough
examination, the budgets are all now finalised. As I won't be called on to attend next year,
there should be fewer silly arithmetic questions for everyone else to endure in 2018.
The President Elect, Anneli Sarkanen, has also continued to head up the Sierra Leone
working group and we have now selected the successful candidate who will make the trip,
if funding can be confirmed (News). This is a fantastic opportunity to make a positive
impact on the participating libraries and it is wonderful that we have been able to pick up
our work with the Sierra Leone Pro Bono Group after the necessary hiatus over the last
couple of years. I'm sure we will all get to hear much more about the trip over the next
few months.
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A call went out from CILIP in January for applications to be involved in their project to
develop standards for library/information apprenticeships. As they were keen to have
involvement from the legal sector, I had an informal chat with a member of their team.
After a discussion with Council, I submitted an expression of interest in being involved in
the working group and it has now been confirmed that I will be part of the core group.
I hope to be able to gather views from across our sector to help inform my discussions on
the working group so if you have anything you would like to share, please get in touch.
The first meeting is being held on Wednesday 22 March and I hope to report back in the
next newsletter.

President’s Column - continued
By the time the newsletter is published, the KM group will have held their next seminar
on Tuesday 7 March focussing on Legal Technology and AI and kindly sponsored by
InfoTrack. We'll also be gearing up for our annual BIALL quiz night, hosted by John
Evans and sponsored by Wildy's, on Wednesday 26 April and I'll be desperately keeping
my fingers crossed that I can maintain my record of mid table anonymity. The BIALLCLSIG-SLA Europe Graduate Open Day will be held on Tuesday 11 April and this is
kindly sponsored by TFPL/Sue Hill and CB Resourcing. A big thank you to all our
sponsors without whose support we wouldn't be able to host many of our events.
The planning for the annual Conference is in full swing throughout the winter and
spring months and I'm sure you'll agree that the committee have put together a stellar
programme in a wonderful venue. Until I started to attend the Conference Committee
meetings I hadn't really considered exactly how much hard work goes into this from a
small group of people, but I think planning my wedding again whilst simultaneously
herding cats might be just a smidgen easier. I really do hope you have been impressed
and excited by what you have seen in the provisional programme and are planning to
make the trip to Manchester.
Do remember there are a number of bursaries to apply for to attend the BIALL
conference or indeed one further afield if this takes your fancy. The CALL/ABCD
conference is being held in Ottawa on 7-10 May this year and the AALL conference will
take place in Austin, Texas from 15-18 July.
Ottawa from the Parliament
Building
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BIALL Election of Officers and Members
of Council 2017-2018
- Invitation for Nominations
Under the Constitution, there are annual elections for the posts of
President and President Elect, which are for a duration of one year. The
current President Elect, Anneli Sarkanen, will be elected as President if
there are no other nominations.
The post of Hon. Secretary will also be open for election this year. This
post has a two year duration, renewable for a further two years. Lillian
Stevenson, current Hon. Secretary, is not standing for re-election, and so
nominations will be accepted for this post.
There are three vacancies for Council Members as David Percik, Tim
Barlow and Alden Bowers will all be standing down.
Accordingly, nominations are invited for the posts of:
● President

● President Elect
● Hon. Secretary

● Three members of Council
If more than one nomination is received for each post, a ballot will be
held.
Only personal BIALL members may be nominated, and nominations may
only be made by personal members or by the designated representative
of an institutional member. Nominees must submit an electoral address
of no more than 200 words.
The nominations form is available on the BIALL website.

The deadline for nominations is 5pm on Friday 24 March 2017.
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BIALL Needs You!
BIALL is an association made up of volunteers. All of our committees and post holders
are volunteers and they offer their time and expertise free of charge to our association.
People active in BIALL are either elected to the role by our members - posts which are
elected include President, President Elect, Treasurer, Secretary and Council Officers; or
people are nominated and approved by Council – posts that do not require an election
include the Committee Chairs and Members. Individuals are suggested by the
committees and approved by Council at the July Council meeting.
At the end of February, the Call for Nominations for 2017-18 was issued by the
Honorary Secretary, and the deadline is fast approaching. Remember, forms need to
be submitted by 5pm on Friday 24 March 2017.

What positions are on offer and, more importantly, what do they
involve?

Karen Palmer

President - the Head of the association with responsibility for chairing Council
meetings and hosting BIALL's Annual Conference. The President also has overall
responsibility for Council and all committees and liaises with other international
associations. If unopposed, the current President Elect Anneli Sarkanen will
assume the role of President after Sandra Smythe steps down.
President Elect - in charge of Strategy and Finance in relation to the various BIALL
committees. This person will assume the role of President after one year if
unopposed.
Secretary - responsible for the administration of the association (e.g. taking the
minutes at Council meetings and the AGM), and is accountable to the Council. The
role is for two years and the current Secretary, Lillian Stevenson, is not standing for
re-election.
Three Council Members – five Council Members sit on the BIALL Council. The main
task of Council Members is to represent the democratic voice of the membership
as a whole, but Council Members also have responsibility for liaising with specific
BIALL committees and the role is for two years. There are three council places
available for nominations this year.

Why should I put myself forward?
I can’t promise you power or money, but volunteering for BIALL will bring a little bit of
fame… well, a mention on the website and in the association’s history. You will even
get to wear a shiny badge for the duration of your term when you are representing
BIALL!
But slightly more seriously, you will gain transferable skills and knowledge - which can
then be added to your CV and LinkedIn profile.
Finally, and possibly the most fun, is that you will get to meet lots of lovely people.

But I don’t have enough experience…
You would be surprised how many Council members have said the same thing. But if
Council is not for you this year, maybe now is the time to think about joining one of the
committees: more details on the various committees can be found on the website.
There are likely to be vacancies on most of them coming up in June and should any
committee catch your fancy, then please do email the chair - I am sure they would be
happy to answer your questions.

Go on, make this year the year you get involved!
Karen Palmer
BIALL Immediate Past President
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BIALL Conference 2017
Registrations for this year’s Conference opened with the publications of the Provisional
Programme earlier this month. You can find the details here.
I am sure you will agree that the programme co-ordinators, Julie Christmas, Julie Doran
and Susan McGlamery, have brought together an excellent range of plenary and
parallel sessions, including the Key Note Address by David Allen Green. David is law
and policy commentator at the Financial Times and an award-winning journalist who
has also emerged as a leading commentator on Brexit. The programme
includes a panel on copyright as well as two streams of
Lightning Talks.

Catherine Bowl

The Exhibition is selling well and just
a few stands remain. We welcome
back our usual exhibitors as well as
one or two new ones. This year the
product showcases will take place in
the Exhibition area during the lunch
breaks rather than forming part of the
parallel session programme.
Friday Night’s entertainment is once again
being sponsored by LexisNexis and the
First Night Dinner will be held at Copper
Face Jacks, the Principal Manchester’s very
own pub!
Once again two and three night delegate
packages are available. To qualify for the Early
Bird Booking Rate, delegates must register by
Friday 28 April.

Manchester Central Library

Over the coming months further updates will be
available on the Manchester Conference section of the BIALL website, BIALL Blog,
Twitter #BIALL2017 and the BIALL Facebook page.
Catherine Bowl
Chair
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News
BIALL Student Award 2017
Applications for the BIALL Student Award 2017 are now being accepted. The winner of
the award will receive a £250 cash prize and a year’s membership of BIALL, and will
be invited to attend the awards dinner at the BIALL conference to receive their award.
As a BIALL member, they will also have the opportunity to apply for a bursary to attend
the full conference.
The closing date for applications is Friday 31 March 2017. See the website for further
information, including details of the submission criteria and how to apply.

BIALL Quiz 2017 – Save the date
The annual BIALL Quiz in aid of the Wallace Breem Fund and Cogwheel Trust
International will take place on Wednesday 26 April at the Penderel’s Oak, High
Holborn, WC1V 7HP. Booking will open soon on Eventbrite – look out for further
notices.

BIALL - CLSIG - SLA Europe Graduate Open
Day 11 April 2017
BIALL, CLSIG and SLA Europe are holding a joint Graduate Open Day at CILIP HQ. The
day is kindly sponsored by specialist recruitment agencies CB Resourcing and Sue Hill
Recruitment. This is open to new professionals, graduate trainees, early career
librarians and students. More details and bookings are available here.

BIALL Pro Bono Project in Sierra Leone
Update
On 14 March Tony Simmonds, University of Nottingham, and Sarah Bracey, Herbert
Smith Freehills, will be travelling to Sierra Leone as part of the BIALL Pro Bono Project.
Their ten day visit will concentrate on the Ministry of Justice (Law Officers’ Department)
and High Court libraries. Their role will be to assess, weed and re-organise the
collections and provide collection advice. They will also provide training to the judiciary
and government lawyers on free online legal resources and the use of hard copy, as
well as training library staff. Look out for Tony and Sarah’s report on
their visit in a later newsletter.
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Committee in the Spotlight
Suppliers Liaison Group
As tradition dictates, the first event of the BIALL calendar year was the Suppliers Liaison
Group Committee’s annual Suppliers Forum which took place at the Institute of
Advanced Legal Studies on 30 January. The meeting was well attended with more than
20 suppliers, including LexisNexis, Informa and Wildys turning up. The opportunity to
interact with their peers and answer questions from the BIALL membership usually
ensures a good attendance, along with the prospect of an excellent buffet lunch.
Thanks to committee member Zoltan Csirko for organising this year's event so ably.
The focus of the forum is the results of the Suppliers’ Annual Survey that allows BIALL
members to praise good customer service and highlight where improvements can be
made. There was a lower response than usual this year so one of our objectives is to
overhaul the survey to make it more attractive and relevant to members. David Percik
has run the survey heroically for the last eight years and 2017 will be the last, so please
make it a vintage year for the number of responses and comments. Remember that it is
your best opportunity to let suppliers know what you think of their products and services
over the past 12 months. The survey results and the minutes from the Suppliers Forum
are available on our section of the BIALL website, so take a few moments out to review
these. Any feedback is, of course, most welcome.
We will continue to take on any questions or complaints you may have and contact the
relevant suppliers on your behalf. Already this year we have added a feedback form to
our BIALL home page. This will speed up the process of submitting your enquiry to
committee members. We can then make a quick decision on who is best placed or, more
often, has the time to contact the supplier on your behalf. The SLG maintains a list of
suppliers with contact details and can quickly ensure that your question is routed to the
correct person in that organisation. Members of the committee, including yours truly, will
be at the Manchester Conference and we will be happy to engage with you face to face
regarding any questions and/or concerns regarding suppliers.
Neil Edward

Lastly, I would like to introduce two new members of the committee: Corryn Walker and
Jane Taylor-Reid. Corryn is our second academic law librarian on the committee, the
other being Susan Oakes. She is a graduate of Durham University and went on to
complete a Graduate Trainee year in the Library at Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer.
Her experience includes spells at City University and The Inner Temple Library as an
Assistant Librarian before relocating back to the north of England in 2006. She is now
the Law Librarian at Manchester Metropolitan University.
Jane Taylor-Reid has worked in the information sector for over 20 years, the last 15 in
the legal sector. Her career began at the Library & Archives of the Royal Society.
A number of varied roles have followed including working at the Institute of Directors,
nine years at Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer before joining the Information Services
team at Kennedys. From Kennedys, Jane was TUPE transferred to Integreon where she
has been for just under four years now.
The Committee do appreciate the time and effort you expend in contacting us and
believe it can make a great difference to our profession, so please continue to do so
throughout 2017.
Neil Edward
Chair
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News from Standing Committees
Awards & Bursaries Committee
The Awards & Bursaries Committee are getting ready for another year of supporting
BIALL members! We are pleased to announce that the nomination process for the
prestigious annual Wildy BIALL Law Librarian of the Year, sponsored by Wildy & Sons
Ltd, is now open. The award will be given to an individual librarian who, in the opinion
of the Officers, has made a significant contribution to the work of BIALL and/or the
legal information profession. All members are invited to contact the Awards and
Bursaries Committee with their recommendations. Please see the website for more
information.
Also this Spring, we will once again be taking applications for the BIALL Professional
Studies Bursary. The bursary aims to support a BIALL member undertaking
postgraduate information/library studies in the United Kingdom or Republic of Ireland.
The award is made by ABC and Council following consideration of applications, with up
to £10,000 available towards the payment of course fees; please see the website or
speak to a member of the Awards and Bursaries Committee for more information.
There are many other bursaries available throughout the year, including to international
conferences and any work related course or conference, so if you haven’t already
please do take a look at the various pages on the website and keep an eye on the blog
for the latest news.
Katrina Lancaster
Chair

Publications Committee
January and early February has seen the Publications Committee arranging
sponsorship of the BIALL newsletter for the coming year. Sponsoring the newsletter is
an excellent opportunity for suppliers to inform the BIALL membership about their
products, services and updates. As part of the agreement, content is provided for two
pages of the newsletter. Although the space may be utilised as the sponsor sees fit,
previous sponsors have chosen not simply to include marketing materials, but to
supply articles which the Committee hope are relevant and of interest to readers.
There are currently a limited number of sponsorship opportunities remaining; if you
would like further information please contact me at sarah.bracey@hsf.com.
Sarah Bracey
Chair
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News from Standing Committees - continued
PR and Promotions Committee
The Committee last met in February and among other projects we are revamping the
format of BIALL press releases in time for the June awards. The project is being led by
Angela Wright. We are putting together a spec for a new exhibition stand and, most
importantly of all, finalising the arrangements for the BIALL – CLSIG – SLA Europe
Graduate Open Day on 11 April (News). We have had several mentions of BIALL and
BIALLers in the press recently: a mention of the Legal Journals Award call for
nominations and BIALL Legal Reference Materials course, both in House of Butter blawg,
and Ian Hunter (Interim Chair) authored an article in the December issue of Business
Information Review. Finally, see the article later in this newsletter for details of the BIALL
Wiki.
Ian Hunter
Interim Chair

Web Committee
There is only one update from the Web Committee for this newsletter, but it is
significant: following discussions at Council and SCOSAF the project to build a new
BIALL website has begun!
The organisation has appointed NetVine Ltd, run by Web Committee member Scott
Vine, to produce the site. It will be based on the widely-supported open source CMS
platform Wordpress. The site should provide a much more modern experience for
anyone seeking to learn about BIALL and will also be mobile responsive so it can be
viewed more easily on smartphones. It will continue to provide back-end support for
the membership management team and also integrate the blog into the site for a more
consistent experience.
The migration process will also involve a thorough review of the current content, and
hopefully a little reorganisation to help make things easier to find. Better site search
functionality will also assist users to locate what they need.
I look forward to bringing you news of the ongoing development and you should soon
be seeing a new website when you visit the BIALL domain.
Daniel Bates
Chair
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The Rise of the Client Intelligent Law
Firm: Evolving Knowledge Departments
to Support a Client-Centric Focus
Stacy Rowe, Director of Client Services, Manzama
No matter where you look within the legal industry, change is apparent. Gone are the
days when lawyers could build their practices by simply ‘doing good work’.
Ten years ago, firm structures were all but identical: there were lawyers and there were
standard departments – finance, marketing, library, among others – that were there to
support the lawyers.
Libraries played a mostly reactive role. A lawyer would contact the Library with a legal
research request; the librarian would research the issue at-hand, and move on to the
next request. They also oversaw the multitude of print materials – and later digital
resources – both procuring the resources and keeping them updated.
Today, things are much different. The research projects with which libraries are charged
are changing, collaboration between lawyers and other firm departments is increasing,
and there is no longer a ‘typical’ or standard library department configuration.

Stacey Rowe

Why? Technology and easy access to information are significant drivers, but there is
another deeper reason: the move from a seller’s market to a buyer’s market. There is
no shortage of law firms and competent lawyers available for engagements and clients
can afford to be more selective and to expect much more from the firm that they
eventually retain. To earn or keep legal work, clients expect lawyers to understand their
business and align legal services with business objectives. This is compelling library
staff to revisit the role they play in supporting the firm’s broader research needs and
overarching strategies.
Recently, Manzama’s Global Client Advisory Board (CAB), comprising of 23 senior-level
library, knowledge management, marketing and business development professionals
from the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom and Australia, explored how the
‘Know My Business’ client and the trend toward business intelligence support is
impacting knowledge departments and the research function. The exploration
determined the key themes affecting firms today.

Business Research vs Legal Research
Even with the rise of business development related research, there is still a strong
need for legal research. When firms are looking at library team staffing and skill sets,
they need to analyse the volume of research in each category and plan accordingly.
There is a fundamental difference between business research and legal research in
both approach and delivery and each play an important role. A legal researcher is
expected to deliver a large volume of research to support a lawyer in building a case,
while a business researcher is expected to distil the research down into a few
actionable nuggets of information.
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The Rise of the Client Intelligent
Law Firm - continued
No Two Firms are Alike
There are many factors driving how libraries and the research functions are structured
within firms, including the firm’s size, culture, geographic coverage, focus on business
development and level of collaboration. A number of different models have emerged
and fall into three basic categories:
1. Traditional Model: here, the library and marketing (and/or business development)
departments are viewed as separate entities where librarians are deemed best
qualified to conduct research. They provide raw material to the marketing/business
development team who ‘translate’ the research into actionable business/client
intelligence for lawyers.
2. Purpose or Context-Driven Model: in this scenario, the library handles legal
research and the procurement of research resources, while competitive intelligence
research is conducted by marketing/business development personnel working with
fee earners to develop appropriate strategies.
3. Collaborative Model: this model brings professionals from different disciplines
together to find solutions. Here, the research function resides in knowledge
departments and librarians work closely with business development/practice
management/client services staff to define research parameters, deliver
information and, in some cases, perform analysis. The information the librarians
collect is then passed along to business development staff, who further curate the
data and strategise with lawyers.
There are also a number of hybrid arrangements that have arisen, which combine
various characteristics from the above models.

The Necessity of Current Awareness Tools and Collaboration
No matter which department holds the budget or primary responsibility for market
intelligence tools, collaboration across teams is essential. Current awareness tools
serve an invaluable role in helping align teams within a firm to define and deliver the
best information to be the most competitive.
“It is important to demonstrate that we’re all working towards a common goal,” says
Lisa Simon, Chief Client Development Officer at Lathrop & Gage. “That [goal] is
actionable client intelligence that can be used to support business development and
grow revenue.”
Lisa Smith, Head of Knowledge Services at DWF, explains: “Client development
professionals know quite a bit about lawyer and group goals and researchers know
more about what lawyers do on a day-to-day basis, through research requests. When
there’s a specific business development initiative, collaboration between professionals
leads to powerful results for lawyers and their clients.”
Jennifer McNenly, Director of Library & Information Services at Fasken Martineau
DuMoulin adds, “Using a current awareness tool has helped my team get to know who
is doing what in the firm. I have gotten to know what every single lawyer is interested
in, which is invaluable.”
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The Rise of the Client Intelligent
Law Firm - continued
Overcoming Challenges
Business research and competitive intelligence are here to stay and far-sighted
librarians are integrating it into their larger research strategies. However, convincing
people to adopt market intelligence tools into their work routines can pose challenges.
Creative thinking can overcome user ambiguity.
“When we brought a current awareness platform into our firm, I learned quickly that
we needed to be imaginative in coming up with use cases to get people using the
tool,” said McNenly. “We also had to link the tool directly to what was important to our
various internal audiences. For instance, the lawyers were not very interested in a tool
that was associated with ‘research’ and the library, but when I linked it to business
development, they became very engaged. We come up with a new use case pretty
much every day that helps us engage with our clients and stay competitive.”

Client-Centricity as a Shared Goal
No matter how business/client intelligence is gathered and who oversees its
dissemination, one must recognise its significance in maintaining or increasing market
share in a very competitive, client-driven industry.
“I think that we all have to acknowledge that the client is at the centre of everything,”
says Matthew Jones, Head of Knowledge and Research at Herbert Smith Freehills.
“Everything everyone does in the firm should be to help drive results for clients, and
we need to recognise we all have the same goal and need to work together. If an
activity is not involved in something to support clients or work for clients, you need to
question what the role of the function is within the firm.”
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Library in the Spotlight University of Birmingham Library
Lisa Anderson, Subject Advisor (Law, Economics and Local Government
Studies), University of Birmingham
On the 19 September 2017 the University of Birmingham opened its new Main Library
to students for the first time. It had been decided over ten years earlier that the old
Main Library and some site libraries would not undergo a refurbishment. Money would
be invested instead in building a purpose built library fit for the technology-carrying
modern student. The new library would incorporate the old Main Library and three site
libraries, including the Harding Law Library.

Lisa Anderson

Side View of the new
Main Library

Crates ready to be unpacked in
the Research Reserve

Once the final decision had been made there was a lot to do to prepare around two
million items for the move. The Harding Law Library used its own home-grown version
of the Library of Congress’ K’ classification scheme. The scheme had been designed in
the 1960s and was no longer fit for purpose. For example, anything to do with EU law
all went to an HF 1531 classmark and the scheme dealt with cyber-crime very poorly.
The use of the in-house scheme would also make it difficult to integrate the law library
collection with legal works housed in other libraries, using traditional Library of
Congress, that would come together as one collection in the new building. The
University provided funding for us to update areas of all the collections where required.
We felt that pure Library of Congress, that had been designed to accommodate the
American legal system, would not be beneficial to our users and so instead opted to
use the ‘K’ section of Moys for all law items. The reclassification took place six years
before the move which gave our users plenty of time to become familiar with the new
scheme before the stock was re-located to a very different building.
In our old libraries, the majority of the stock was on the open shelves with a small
percentage in stores on the campus. The new library has a large rolling stack area,
comprising over 50km of stock on the lower ground floor that has been called the
Research Reserve. All of the items that were in our different stores across campus
have been moved into this one facility, along with all items that were on the open
shelves that had not been borrowed at least once in the last five years. Items in the
Research Reserve can be requested via the library catalogue and users may also go
down and browse the area, once they have had some basic health and safety training
on how to use the rolling stacks and ladders. 400,000 higher use items are easily
accessible on the other floors of the new Library.
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Library in the Spotlight University of Birmingham Library - continued

Right - Views of the first and
second floors from the main
staircase
Left - Second floor, next to the
law books - all study spaces have
a plug point.

Lord Justice Devlin officially
opening the Harding Law
Library in 1961
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The Law School was obviously saddened to learn that we were to close the Harding
Law Library, which was physically located at the end of the Law School building. In the
years between the announcement of the upcoming closure and the new library
opening we tried to encourage the students to consider making use of all of the
University’s libraries and not just the Law Library. Students would make use of the old
Main Library in the evenings as the Law Library closed at 7pm most evenings. Over the
last few years, we made it clear in our induction presentations that they would be
moving libraries during their time at the University. Although staff and students had
quite a bit of affection for the Harding Law Library, they also had complaints about it.
For example, there were very few plug sockets for them to charge their laptops, they
hated the early closing times and only parts of the library were accessible to users with
mobility issues. The new Main Library has dealt with all of these issues; we have a plug
socket at every study point (including the comfortable seating), the library is open 24/7
during term-time and all areas of the library are accessible to everyone.

We also wanted to take our alumni on the journey with us. On the evening that the
Harding Law Library officially closed, we held an event for alumni so that they could
see it as a library one last time and learn more about the plans for developing the
space. We also invited back retired members of the law library staff and it was
lovely to see how happy our alumni were to see
them again. The library had originally been
opened by the King in 1909 as the University
Library for the Edgbaston campus. During the
First World War when the campus was taken over
as a hospital by the War Office, the Harding
librarian was given very short notice and quickly
had to select the most useful 3,000 volumes out
of a collection of 35,000 to move back to the City
Centre campus. The Harding Library was then used
as a Chapel for the period of the war. Once the now
old Main Library opened in 1959, the space was redeveloped into the Harding Law Library and was
officially opened by Lord Justice Devlin in 1961.

Library in the Spotlight University of Birmingham Library - continued

Inside the new Main Library
Training Room

After working closely with the law library staff for over 10 years, it was sad to be the
person to officially close it for that final time after the alumni event. I’m glad to learn
that the space is being converted into a new moot room, translation booths and other
mixed study spaces that will benefit the law students. The new Main Library offers a
much better teaching facility for students to learn information and research skills.
The top floor of the new library had a dedicated training room that can only be booked
by Library staff. This has made it easier to embed hands-on workshops into the
students’ curriculum and to also offer more optional sessions. It also allows me to
carry more physical items to show students during teaching sessions; for example, all
main parts to find a topic in Halsbury’s Laws of England.
We are now in the process of running surveys and doing exit gate interviews with
library users to see what changes and developments need to be made to the new Main
Library. We may have a new library but service improvements and finding ways to
satisfy new study requirements will always be on-going.
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Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki?
Angela Wright, Librarian: Birmingham Centre, The University of Law
The How do I? wiki is a collection of useful answers to common and unusual research
questions, including many sourced from questions posted on the LIS-LAW or BIALL
email distribution lists, so if you do post a question on either of these, summarising
the responses afterwards can help build the wiki and share information between fellow
professionals. It’s an excellent place to look if you are stuck on an enquiry or aren’t
sure where to start looking.
The wiki is maintained by the PR & Promotions Committee but any BIALL member can
edit the wiki by requesting access which can be done from the wiki home page. You
can also suggest new pages or changes to content by contacting the PR & Promotions
Committee or by using the Contact the Owner link at the foot of any page.
You can navigate the wiki by browsing broad subject headings such as Legislation,
Company Information, European Union, etc. – or by using the A-Z index or the search
facility in the top right corner of the home screen. Have an idea for a page or spotted
something that’s massively out of date? Do please let us know so we can work with
you to make the wiki even better.

New or updated pages

Employment tribunal cases – what, again? I hear you cry. Well, yes – we were quite
excited to learn that recent Employment Tribunal Judgments can now be accessed on
the GOV.UK website.
It seems to be somewhat limited at the moment in that only decisions from the last
year are accessible, but the inclusion of a search facility with the option to search by
date and year (even if the results aren’t there yet) suggests content will be expanded.
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Recent Additions to
the BIALL How do I wiki? - continued

Solicitors’ Code of Conduct – current and old editions – this page presents an overview
of finding current and historical content of the Code of Conduct on the SRA website,
together with a reminder of why it’s really best to access this online even if you have a
shiny new paper copy on your shelves.

Wiki page of the month
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This issue, we’re waving a friendly hand in the direction of the BIALL Wiki page on US
Legislation, which provides a collection of links to sources of US Constitution, federal
and state law. If any of our readers have recently taken on high office in the US, or
know someone who has, they may find this page extremely helpful.

On The Spot
Ella Hassett, Information Assistant at Linklaters LLP

Q What are your feelings on the acronym ‘BIALL’?
Can I say I absolutely detest it with every fibre of my being? Because
I do! Surely we can do better than sounding like stomach acid.
Nothing wrong with British and Irish Law Librarians Group/
Association and I seriously think we should consider changing it to
be taken more seriously.

Epic nos
e burn in
Q What’s the funniest thing ever said to you by a library user?
Crete - E
lla
“I swear I didn’t know it was an erotic novel, I was getting it for my sister!”. The back story is
when a very new first year came to the library to pick up a book he had ordered. He wanted to order the Book of
Genesis (the actual biblical text) for his sister but accidentally ordered an erotic novel by the same name!
Q Where in the world would be your favourite place to read the newsletter?
The island of Crete. I worked there for two consecutive summers as an archaeological illustrator and loved it
(although the heat got a bit much at times!) The food is unbelievably delicious and we were only a 10 minute walk
from the sea. If I had not fallen into the information and library sector, I would probably still be illustrating as it is my
dream job, particularly in a place as beautiful as Crete.
Q Where’s the strangest place you’ve seen a library?
This past month I visited the Archaeological Museum of Catalonia in Barcelona,
Spain – a wonderful building in itself with fascinating collections. Although having a
library in a national archaeology museum is not strange, the layout was unique.
It was located above and around a Roman gallery, as you can see from the photo.
It was a really innovative use of space and must be a fantastic place to do some
reading, looking down on Roman mosaics and statues.
Q If you could choose the location for the next BIALL
conference (within the UK, Ireland or Channel
Islands) where would it be and why?
I would have to be biased and say Galway city on the
west coast of Ireland, as I am from just outside there!
It is a fantastic spot, small and walkable with lots of
great places to eat and visit around a conference
schedule.
Q Have you any tattoos?
None unfortunately, because I can be quite
indecisive!

Archaeological Museum of
Catalonia, Barcelona

Q Which character from a children’s book do you wish was real?
When I was a child, Eva Ibbotson’s Journey to the River Sea was my favourite book.
I wished I could pack up and head off to Brazil and explore the Amazon with Maia
Fielding. I would definitely hang out with her if she were real.

Aula Maxima at the National
University of Ireland, Galway
(Wikimedia Commons)

Q Have you ever been in a lift with someone famous?
Not a lift, but a cinema with the President of Ireland! He snuck in with his wife and
a bodyguard midway through the ads and sat near the back for a screening of
“Inside Llewyn Davis”. When the lights came back on the whole cinema tried to
catch a sneaky glimpse before he left, but he is very tiny so it wasn’t so simple!

Q If your house was on fire, which item would you save and why?
(Presuming all other people had got out of the house unscathed!) I will have to be predictable here and say my phone.
It really has my whole life on it and as I am living away from home, it is my one source of contact for friends and family
in Ireland.
Q What’s one of the scariest things you’ve ever done?
Moving to London! It was a big culture shock coming from Dublin and getting used to the pace of the city and a new job
while trying to find a flat was incredibly daunting. But I managed and have been here happily over a year now.
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Membership News
CAROLINE MOSLEY
No 5 Chambers
Fountain Court
Steelhouse Lane
Birmingham
B4 6DR
T: 0121 606 0500
Email: CarolineM@no5.com

DENISE WATKINS
Fieldfisher llp
Trigen House
Central Boulevard,
Blythe Valley Park,
Solihull,
B90 8AB
Tel: 0121 210 6000
Mobile 07973 307671
Email: denise.watkins@fieldfisher.com
FIONA LACEY
Central Bank of Ireland
New Wapping Street
North Wall Quay
Dublin 1
T: +353 (0) 1 244 6303
Email: Fiona.lacey@centralbank.ie

TERENCE DOOLEY
The University of Law
2 New York Street
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M1 4HJ
T: +44 (0)1483 216229
M: +44 (0)7931 827875
Email: Terry.Dooley@law.ac.uk

The following new members were approved at the January
Council meeting.
Lissa Allcock
Tax Librarian
Ernst & Young, London
Pip Christie
Marketing Coordinator
Vable, London
Elizabeth Dowling
Library Assistant (Intern)
Law Society of Ireland, Dublin
Neil Edward
Senior Information Specialist
Integreon Managed Solutions Limited, London
Jordan Murphy
Knowledge Analyst
Bircham Dyson Bell, London
Susan Pollock
Knowledge Analyst
Bircham Dyson Bell, London
Eleanor White
Information Indexing Assistant
Shearman and Sterling (London) LLP, London

ELLA HASSETT
Linklaters LLP
One Silk Street
London
EC2Y 8HQ
T: 0207 456 5826
Email: ella.hassett@linklaters.com

ROSEMARY HUBBARD
Knight Frank LLP
55 Baker Street
London
W1U 2AN
T: +44 20 7861 1512
Email: rosemary.hubbard@knightfrank.com
KnightFrank.com
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